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Cosmus - Dance Beneath the Red Light

                            tom:
                Gbm (forma dos acordes no tom de Gm )
                            Afinação: Eb Ab Db Gb Bb Eb
[Primeira Parte]

Gm                 Bb
You woke up to the sounds of your night companion
Cm                      Eb                  D
While getting ready you take your packs of cigarettes
Gm                   Bb
Gray walls like the sky all around you
     Cm              Eb      D
How can you like to lose?
Gm                        Bb
Changing the day for the night
                          Cm
All i can say you're not blind
            Eb   D
Get off my mind

[Pré-Refrão]

   Eb                D             Gm
I know that you're freezing right now
And you don't know how
   Eb               D                   Gm
If you could would you just leave this town?
    Eb
So let me get the story straight
[Refrão]
Gm                        F Bb
Please don't waste your time
Bb
You've got me in the early night
    Cm
You choose
         Eb
Oh, you choose
     D
To dance beneath the red light

[Segunda Parte]

Gm          Bb
Im sure my advice is worth your gold
Cm                           Eb              D
Tho you're just wasting, it will be great saying i told
Gm                  Bb
Is this really the life you were promised
    Cm                 Eb  D

How can you like to lose?

[Pré-Refrão]

   Eb                D             Gm
I know that you're freezing right now
And you don't know how
   Eb               D                   Gm
If you could would you just leave this town?
    Eb
So let me get the story straight

[Refrão]

Gm                        F Bb
Please don't waste your time
Bb
You've got me in the early night
    Cm
You choose
         Eb
Oh, you choose
     D
To dance beneath the red light

[Ponte]

Cm                     Dm
Your eyes belie what your mouth says
Cm                      Dm
He's right behind you there's no need to go fast
Cm                       Dm                Gm
Give him the money and give him the empty pack
Cm                         Dm
Completely distracted there's no where to go
Cm                          Dm
The clues are all gone nothing else to be shown
Cm                Dm               Gm  Eb  D
Drifting already straight to the zone

[Refrão]

Gm                        F Bb
Please don't waste your time
Bb
You've got me in the early night
    Cm
You choose
         Eb
Oh, you choose
     D
To dance beneath the red light

Acordes


